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Abstract—In this paper, we use the finite difference timedomain (FDTD) method to optimize the light absorption of an
ultrafast nano-grating plasmonic GaAs metal-semiconductormetal photodetector (MSM-PD) employing double metal nanogratings. The geometry of the MSM-PD is theoretically
investigated, leading to improved light absorption near the design
wavelength of GaAs due to plasmon-assisted electric and
magnetic field concentration through a subwavelength aperture.
Simulation results show up to 8- and 21-times light absorption
enhancement for the single and double nano-grating structure,
respectively, in comparison to conventional MSM-PDs.
Experimentally, more than 4 times enhancement in photocurrent
is demonstrated for a single top nano-grating MSM-PD in
comparison with conventional MSM-PDs.
Index Terms— Subwavelength aperture, surface plasmon
polaritons , FDTD simulation, MSM-PD.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The monolithic design, integration with standard VLSI
circuitry, high speed performance, and applicability to 2-D
array layouts make the metal semiconductor metal
photodetector (MSM-PD) a good candidate for several
applications such as high-speed optical interconnect, highspeed sampling, and optical fiber communication system
components[1-2]. Due to their lateral geometry, MSM-PDs
have much smaller capacitance per unit area in comparison to
standard p-i-n photodiode with same active area. The surface
reflectivity and the shadowing due to the metal fingers prevent
an ideal MSM-PD from achieving external quantum efficiency
greater than 50% for equal electrode width and spacing. The
smaller finger width, the less detector capacitance and the
shorter external response time [3]. By decreasing the spacing
between the electrode fingers down to the optical diffraction
limit, the response times could be in the range of a few tens of
picoseconds [4]. However, this downsizing of the electrode
spacing decreases the active area, thus resulting in
photodetector sensitivity degradation.
After the Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT)
phenomenon was first reported by Ebbesen et al. [5], many
efforts have been devoted to exploring the EOT through

metallic gratings with various sub-wavelength structures, such
as periodic slit arrays, hole arrays, and corrugated metal films
for different wavelength regions [6]. Recently, It has also been
established that the transmission of light through a hole (or
slit) in a metal film can be enhanced by microstructuring the
top or bottom surfaces of the film with gratings. These gratings
couple the incident light to surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
that are guided into the holes [7-9].
Metallic corrugation patterned as a periodic grating has been
designing to improve HgCdTe [10] and angled incidence
quantum-well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) [11]. A new
technique has been reported by Collin et al. [12] for efficient
light absorption in MSM-PDs. They confirmed that the
confinement of light in subwavelength metal–semiconductor
gratings can be achieved by Fabry–Pérot resonances involving
vertical transverse magnetic and electric guided waves, thereby
increasing the quantum efficiency. Recently, we reported a
semi-analytical model of light absorption around 830 nm for
MSM-PDs with top plasmonic nano-gratings using the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) numerical method [13]. In
that report, we showed that the transmission enhancement
strongly depends on several parameters of the device structure,
such as, the shape, height and nano-grating period, as well as,
the sub-wavelength aperture width.
In this paper, using FDTD method, we continue the work
reported in previous paper [13] to investigate the transmission
enhancement of a plasmonics-based double grating
subwavelength aperture MSM-PD structure and compare its
performance to a single subwavelength aperture and top nanograting subwavelength aperture MSM-PDs structure. In depth
analyses of the electromagnetic field distributions across the
MSM-PD structure are presented, and the optimized metallic
grating dimensions for maximizing the optical transmission
enhancement.
Our simulation results show that the double nano-grating
plasmonic MSM-PD structure can attain 21-times better
absorption than conventional MSM-PDs and more than 2 times
with the top nano-grating plasmonics-based MSM-PD, and this
is mainly due to the extraordinary optical signal propagation
through the bottom metal nano-gratings.
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II.

DOUBLE NANO-GRATING MSM-PDS

To maximize the light concentration effects, we combine two
distinct mechanisms that relate to the presence of the
subwavelength aperture and the nano-gratings. The metallic
subwavelength aperture supports a propagating TE mode with
the EOT. Consequently, with an appropriate choice of its
width, the subwavelength aperture forms a Fabry–Pérot
resonator; therefore, the light transmission through the
subwavelength aperture is resonantly enhanced. On the other
hand, the nano-gratings enhance the light transmission through
the subwavelength aperture region by converting the incident
EM waves into SPs propagating on the metal surface, which
can be funneled into the subwavelength aperture [14].
For the design of an MSM-PD structure, we used the FDTD
method to explore the application of SPs to improve the light
transmission through a subwavelength aperture. A
conventional MSM-PD structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). It
consists of a two metallic (Au) contacts separated by a
subwavelength aperture of width Xw. Fig. 1(b) shows a 2D
plasmonic MSM-PD structure consisting of a subwavelength
aperture sandwiched between top linear metal nano-gratings
htg of a period Λ. Fig. 1(b) also shows the bottom metal nanograting parameters with bottom nano-grating height hbg with
period Λb, while Fig. 1(c) shows a 3D plasmonic MSM-PD
consist of the linear metal nano-grating on top and bottom. The
metal layers are grown on top of a semiconductor (GaAs)
substrate.

step satisfy the condition of δt < 0.1δx/c. This high-resolution
sampling yielded solutions that converged at reasonable
computation times. The excitation field was modeled as a
Gaussian-modulated continuous wave in the z-direction. The
anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) boundary
conditions were applied in both the x- and z- directions to
accurately simulate the light reflected from the bottom and
both sides, as well as light transmitted from the top boundaries
of the MSM-PD structure. The gold (Au) dielectric
permittivity was defined by the Lorentz-Drude model [16] and
the GaAs dielectric permittivity data was taken from [17]. It is
important to mention here that, for all simulation the
subwavelength aperture, top nano-grating height (htg), and
period (Λ), duty cycle, number of period were kept constant at
100 nm, 120 nm, 815 nm, 50% and 7 respectively, for more
details see Ref (13).
By defining a term called light transmission enhancement
factor (Γ), which is the calculated light power transmission of
the device with the double nano-grating divided by that
without the nano-grating, we can give a concise expression for
the increase in transmitted power into the active area for the
same device with and without the nano-gratings.
Firstly, the bottom height of the nano-grating, hbg, the duty
cycle, and the number of period were kept at 100 nm, 50% and
7 respectively, while the bottom nano-grating periodicity, Λb
was varied from 400 nm to 1000 nm. Simulation results show
that the bottom nano-grating period almost has no effect on the
transmission enhancement factor spectrum. This result is
similar to the one reported by F.J. Garcia-Vidal et.al for double
plasmonic nano-grating on air [18].

Fig. 2: Light transmission enhancement factor for xw = 100 nm for different
nano-grating heights hBg.

Fig. 1: (a) Simple MSM-PD structures: (a) without, (b) 2D and (c) 3D with
double linear plasmonic nano-grating.

To design the MSM-PDs (with and without metal nanogratings), we used a 2D FDTD models software that was
developed by Optiwave Inc [15]. The structure had a mesh
step size of 2 nm in both x- and z- directions while the time

Another design was simulated, where the same previous
parameters were used with a nano-grating period of 815 nm,
while the bottom nano-grating height hbg was varied from 40
nm to 340 nm. Fig. 2 shows the transmission spectrum for
different bottom nano-grating heights. It is obvious from Fig. 2
that the nano-grating height has a significant impact on the
amount of power transmitted into the semiconductor area. The
maximum transmission enhancement of 21-times is obtained at
hbg = 260 nm. Another interesting observation can be
recognized from these spectra that the central position of the
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optimum wavelength is red-shifted after the maximum
enhancement at 260 nm nano-grating height. The maximum
transmission is at 887 nm, which is not the design wavelength
of the nano-gratings. However, this wavelength still falls
within the absorption range of GaAs.
In order to complete study of the double nano-grating MSMPD structure, the bottom nano-grating duty cycle was varied
from 10% to 90% in steps of 10%, while the bottom nanograting heights hbg was kept at 260 nm. Fig. 3 shows the Γ
spectra for different duty cycle. It is noticed that the duty cycle
has a negligible affect on the transmission enhancement factor.

The computed electric and magnetic field distribution
components (|Ex|, |Hy|, and |Ez|) for the MSM-PDs with and
without the double nano-grating are shown Fig. 5.
As shown in Fig, very little Ex is needed on the top surface to
sustain the surface current Jx, which supports the magnetic
field Hy immediately above the surface. The reflected Ex and
Hy interfere with the corresponding incident fields to produce
standing waves above the top surface. Jx stops abruptly at the
edge of the slit, giving rise to accumulated charges at the sharp
corners, where these oscillating charges on opposite edges of
the slit behave as an electric dipole.

Fig. 3: Light transmission enhancement factor for xw = 100 nm with varying
bottom nano-grating duty cycle.
Fig. 5: Field distributions (|Ex|, |Hy| and |Ez|) of the optimized device without
nano-grating (a) and with the double nano-grating (b).

These field distributions clearly show the SPP coupling effects
and the light transmission enhancement through the
subwavelength aperture with the incorporation of the nanograting. Fig. 5 shows that a small fraction of the EM fields are
transmitted into the active area of the device without the nanograting in compression with the one with double nano-grating.
Moreover, the Hy field distribution for the device with the
double nano-grating clearly shows the presence of a TM
polarized wave propagating along the surface, as predicted by
the SPP coupling theory [19].
Fig. 4: Light transmission enhancement factor spectrum for the double and
single nano-grating plasmonic MSM-PD device.

The optimized device was subsequently simulated using the
parameters determined in the previous sections, which are: i)
subwavelength aperture width of 100 nm, ii) bottom nanograting height of 260 nm, iii) nano-grating duty cycle of 50%,
and iv) number of the nano-grating periods of 7. The light
enhancement transmission spectra for the optimized double
nano-grating plasmonic MSM-PD device and the single top
nano-grating MSM-PD are shown in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4, it is observed that the light transmission
enhancement factor is 21-times, however, the peak wavelength
is shifted to 887 nm, whereas the enhancement factor is around
8-times for the top nano-grating plasmonics-based MSM-PD
and the wavelength is 876 nm at the maximum enhancement.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 6(a) shows an SEM image of fabricated top metal nanograting plasmonics-based MSM-PD structure fabricated with
focused ion beam lithography FIB on top of GaAs substrate.
The inset shows a high magnification image of the subwavelength slit with linear Au nano-gratings at both sides with
period of 866 nm and slit width of 231 nm. Fig. 1(b) shows the
measured I-V characteristics for two developed plasmonic
MSM-PDs, one with top nano-gratings etched onto the metal
fingers, and the other (traditional MSM-PD) without nanograting (denoted as WG and WOG, respectively), for an input
laser power of 5 mW at 830 nm. Referring to Fig. 1(b), it is
clear that the plasmonics-based MSM-PD structure produces a
4 times higher photocurrent at optimum bias voltage of 0.5 V
in comparison to the traditional MSM-PD without nano-
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gratings. Note that in Fig. 4, the theoretical enhancement in
transmission is 8 times (for top nano-gratings). The
discrepancy (factor of 2) between the theoretical and
experimental results is attributed to (i) the grating phase shift
near the slit and (ii) the trapezoidal shape of the nano-grating
grooves both reducing the transmission enhancement as
reported by Das et al. [20, 21].
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IV. CONCLUSION
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